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Please help yourself to a copy of
Strunk & White.

It feels very risky – in fact: presumptuous – to give this talk!
Please forgive me for phrasing advice as instructions:
This is done only for brevity.
Some slides contain too much detail for a talk.
This talk will be posted as a pdf on my web site.

Begin at the beginning and go on until
you come to the end; then stop.
Lewis Carroll

Begin at the beginning and go on until
you come to the end; then stop.
Lewis Carroll

Everything should be made as simple as possible,
but not simpler.
Albert Einstein

Effective Writing
( A lecture in my graduate course on Judgment in Research ).

GOAL:
To be one of the people who define the state of the art in your subject

REQUIREMENTS:
Important scientific contributions
Well-written papers
Persuasive presence

Effective Writing
1 – Scientific content: Emphasize fundamental science.
Ask yourself: Who will care?

2 – Presentation: Aims and mechanics of writing 00000

3 – Style: To develop a personalized “voice” 00000000.

Scientific Content
The Delicate Art of Judging Fundamental Science
Ask yourself: Who will care about my results?
The larger your audience – that is,
the wider the range of scientific research that is affected
by your work – the wider your impact.
Being judgmental may feel distasteful, but it is unavoidable:
Every potential reader makes a judgment about whether
to read your work or to believe it or to allocate resources to it.

a

By and large,
research is more fundamenal if more different science subjects depend on it –
like the trunk and main branches of a tree ...

a

… although science is more multiply connected – like the WWW – than are the branches of a tree.
This is one of its biggest strengths!

Advice to Students:
Sometimes, after a lot of hard work (e. g., on a PhD Thesis),
the results veer more and more into unexpected directions
that look wrong.
They may disagree with many things that you thought you knew.

This can be very discouraging.
It can look like your whole thesis is “falling apart”.

My advice: Take heart and push on:
Get very confident in your measurements, calculations, and theory.
But don’t assume that you must be “screwing up”.
You may be discovering something much more interesting
than you expected.

When Anomaly Turns Into Revolution

At the moment physics is again terribly confused. In any case,
it is too difficult for me, and I wish I had been a movie comedian
or something of the sort and had never heard of physics.
Wolfgang Pauli
(Just before the discovery of quantum mechanics)

Every major advance creates sooner or later new problems.
These confusions are not to be deplored. Rather, those who
participate experience them as a privilege. As Niels Bohr
once said: “Tomorrow is going to be wonderful, because
tonight I do not understand anything.”
Abraham Pais
Inward Bound

There are many ways to have impact:
Discoveries of new kinds of objects, physical processes,
parameter correlations, theories, extreme objects that test theories, …
“Proof” of theories (e. g., CMB polarization)
More accurate measurements of important parameters
(e. g., Asplund et al. 2009, ARA&A, 47, 481: Chemical Composition of the Sun: > 400 citations in 2013;
Supernova, WMAP, and Planck papers on precision cosmology: 700–1500 citations/year)

Scientifically powerful catalogs and data sets (e. g., SDSS)
New standard analysis machinery (e. g., HR diagram)
New instruments or software
Reviews that define and advance the history of a subject
Adding robust bricks to an existing scientific edifice
is less exciting but adds up over many papers.
Active engagement in this “normal science” is the “buy-in cost” of being
in the right place at the right time to recognize opportunity for discovery.

Presentation: Clarity of Argument
Have something to say and say it as clearly as you can.
That is the only secret of style.
Mathew Arnold

The most important advice in this talk:
Develop a clear progression of ideas – with no gaps –
from the statement of your aims
through methods, analysis, and data,
to conclusions.

Presentation: Mechanics of Writing
Have something to say and say it as clearly as you can.
That is the only secret of style.
Mathew Arnold

Job 1 = Correct English
Some useful authorities: Strunk & White00000000000000000000
: The Chicago Manual of Style00000000000000000000000
: Skillin et al. 1974, Words Into Type (Prentice Hall)000000.
00.: Williams 1990, Style – Toward Clarity and Grace (U Chicago P)

Presentation: Mechanics of Writing
Have something to say and say it as clearly as you can.
That is the only secret of style.
Mathew Arnold

Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain
no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences,
for the same reason that a drawing should contain
no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts.
This requires not that the writer make all his sentences short,
or that he avoid all detail, but that every word tell.
William Strunk

The point I want to make here is that we can see that American policy
in regard to foreign countries as the State Department in Washington
and the White House have put it together and made it public to the
world has given material and moral support to too many foreign
factions in other countries that have controlled power and have then
had to give up the power to other factions that have defeated them.
That is:
Our foreign policy has backed too many losers.
J. M. Williams: Style
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In all pointed sentences, some accuracy must be sacrificed to conciseness.
Samuel Johnson

The most important slide in this talk:

Practical Hint 1:
Edit mercilessly for clarity.

Practical Hint 1:
Edit mercilessly for clarity.
E. g.: I like to write “camera-ready”, journal-emulated preprints.
Often, I have to edit mercilessly to make text fit in the space desired
between figures or on lines or on pages.
I almost never let a few words wrap to a new line or to a new page.
This discipline usually results in clearer text.
Shorter is clearer …
… modulo Samuel Johnson’s caution re: accuracy.

Calibration:
If an ApJ page wraps by 5 – 10 lines to a new page and I don’t like that,
I can usually eliminate those lines by ferocious editing.

Practical Hint 2:
Express ideas directly, not in abstractions
that depend on analysis tools.
Bad: “The peak rotation velocity is bigger than the outer asymptotic velocity.”

You have in mind a plot of velocity vs radius (abstract analysis tool) in which the V(r)
curve resembles the skyline of a mountain range (a double abstraction).
Better: “The largest rotation velocity is larger than the V ≈ constant value at large radii.”
This is more direct and clearer but longer. It illustrates the advantage of exploiting
commonly-held analysis machinery.
Similar but worse example: “The merger history has a peak at z ~ 2.”

Mark Twain’s 18 Rules on Writing Romantic Fiction
(Relevant excerpts form Fenimore Cooper’s Literary Offences, in The Complete Humorous
Sketches and Tales of Mark Twain, ed. C. Neider; Garden City, NY: Hanover House, 1961).

1 – The tale shall accomplish something and arrive somewhere.
2 – The episodes of a tale shall be necessary parts of the tale and shall help to
develop it.
12 – The author shall say what he is proposing to say, not merely come near it.
13 – Use the right word, not its second cousin.
14 – Eschew surplusage.
15 – Do not omit necessary details.
16 – Avoid slovenliness of form. Many oral colloquialisms are deadly in print.
17 – Use good grammar.

Example: “Writing well is difficult, but it’s not that difficult.”

18 – Use a simple and straightforward style.

Examples of Awkward Writing
“Physical size [of an object] scales with distance and may be affected by [radio telescope] beam size.”
No astronomical object cares about how we measure it. The author isn’t saying what he means (M. Twain 12).
“A detection is a clear upper limit, while a non-detection being a lower limit requires very deep observations …”
This is too awkward to be understandable.
“We place the remaining [objects] at 10 kpc since the majority of distance constraints are at this distance and
indirect distance constraints indicate there is not a large population of [objects] at distances significantly greater
than this.”
This is awkward in many ways. For example: We do not put astronomical objects anywhere. Nature did that.
“These results infer that …”
Results don’t infer. People infer. The author isn’t saying what he means (M. Twain 12).
“There is evidence for increasing luminosity with increasing z …”
Awkward present participles. Clearer is: “There is evidence that [object] luminosities are higher at higher z.”
“The gas actually being in a galaxy halo is almost never certain.”
Argh!
“This implies a stronger evolution of the infrared luminosity function of infrared galaxies than of optical ones.”
This is both awkward and confusingly stated in terms of an abstract analysis tool.
Better: “This implies that the infrared luminosities of infrared-identified galaxies increase more rapidly with
increasing redshift than do the [infrared or optical?] luminosities of optically-identified galaxies.”
Note the parallel construction. Parallel constructions are usually effective.

Practical Hint 3
Use of present participles is weak writing. Often.
Give yourself “brownie points” when you can rewrite
text more directly without using present participles.
Example:
The accretion disk is emitting jets in directions paralleling the black hole spin axis.
If that axis is pointing almost exactly at us, then relativistic knot motions look like
they are moving faster than the speed of light.
Better:
The accretion disk emits jets parallel to the black hole spin axis.
If that axis points almost exactly at us, then knots that move at V ~ c
look to us as though they move faster than the speed of light.

Practical Hint 4
Break rules sparingly and only for deliberate effect.

“To boldly go where no one has gone before …”
Here’s one reason among many:
“This is the kind of arrant pedantry up with which I will not put.”
0000000000000 attributed to Winston Churchill

Practical Hint 5
Very important: Know your audience.
Example 1: Minimize jargon and acronyms (else you disenfranchise novices and outsiders).
Writing for Nature is a good education in clear, jargon-free writing.
More Fundamental Example 2:
Understand the mindset of readers:
Will they welcome or resist your results?
Do they view “evidence” the same way that you do?
For example: Certain theorists cannot accept that observations can essentially prove
that some process happens
even in the absence of a clear physical understanding of how it happens.
Therefore: Results that you think are strong are, to them, “like water off a duck” –
They will not accept the results and will lose some respect for you because you interpret them.
Stronger example: For some theorists, observers are not “licensed” to think.
Caution: It is easy to be so captured by a theoretical picture that you stray into overinterpretation.
Overinterpretation is deadly.

Do not overstate [results]. When you overstate,
the reader will be instantly on guard, and
everything that has preceded your overstatement and
everything that follows it will be suspect in his mind
because he has lost confidence in your judgment or your poise.
W. Strunk and E. B. White

Additional Suggestions for Scientists
1 – Always define symbols and acronyms when they are first used.
2 – Modular writing is clearer for the same reason that modular programming
is clearer and easier to debug. Recommend: Use sections & subsections
to organize your story. Price: Section headings take space. This may be
a problem for a Letters journal or for camera-ready copy.
3 – Long technical sections may be necessary but are a potential barrier
between you and the reader. Don’t omit necessary detail but consider:
Provide a road map. E. g., “Readers interested mainly in astrophysical
results can skip directly to Section 4.”
Use Appendices (distasteful but sometimes helpful).
Or move extraneous technical material to another paper.
4 – The passive voice is common & has virtues. The active voice is clearer and
more direct. Your choice depends on circumstances and on personal style.

The only people who have the right to say “we”
are kings, editors, and people with tapeworm.
Mark Twain

Additional Suggestions for Scientists
5 – Publish finished data. E. g., don’t quote radii in pixels or magnitudes
without zeropoints or mass-to-light ratios without photometric bandpasses.
If you state S/N, then specify “per pixel” or “per resolution element”, etc.
Specify all needed parameters (e. g., distance, Galactic absorption, …).
6 – Make figures clear & self-sufficient. Recommend: Explain stuff in keys,
not in the caption. Especially avoid: “The curves are explained in the text.”
Include units in the axis labels. Photometric bandpasses are parts of units.
Recommend: Summarize implications of the figure in the caption. Note
that some journals don’t like this. Resist. You often win the argument.
7 – Make tables clear and self-sufficient.
Recommend: Explain stuff in table notes under the table, not in the text.
Assume
that many readers will browse into the paper in the middle.
Try to make each part as independently understandable as possible.

Additional Suggestions for Scientists
Assume
that many readers will browse into the paper in the middle.
Try to make each part independent.
8 – Let the Abstract tell them everything that you want them to remember.
That is, don’t just tell them what you will do; tell them results. Not this:

NB another lesson: The above was written by the ADS folks – it is a
paraphrase of Frogel’s (much better) Abstract.

You can find good abstracts even long ago
(although abstracts then commonly just told you what the author intends to do).

Some modern journals (e. g., ApJL and ARA&A)
restrict abstract lengths in ways that can be a problem. Resist.

Another ApJL example that gives the science question, methods, results, and
implications for the motivating science question and in a more general context.
The abstract is a complete mini-paper.

Additional Suggestions for Scientists
9 – Recall: Aim for a clear and well motivated line of argument.
Readers should always know where they are in the developing story,
how they got here, and especially where they are going.
Aim for a fast pace and an inexorable flow of ideas, with no “speed bumps”.
You have read novels and seen movies with a fast and inexorable pace.
Examples:
Movie: Terminator
Opera: Tosca
Novel: The Andromeda Strain

(not The Godfather)
(not Tristan und Isolde)
(not War and Peace)

Calibration: I edit until I have thought about every word many times.
I can defend every word.
I should have thought about alternative, more economical wording.

Additional Suggestions for Scientists
10 – Martin Schwarzschild’s advice: One idea per paper.
That is, consistent with scientific goals,
shorter is better.

I break this rule MUCH too often.
My papers are at one extreme (too long) of the distribution of what works.
But I hope that they are not gratuitously wordy:
there is a lot of content.
Other people omit too much.
The “sweet spot” is probably between those people and me.

Additional Suggestions for Scientists
11 – John Bahcall’s advice:
Tell them the important results “up front”.

I almost never break this rule.
Often the place to do it is in the Abstract.
Another paraphrase:
Tell them what you will do and what you will discover (in Introduction);
then tell them the details;
then tell them what you did and what you discovered (in Conclusions).

Proposals
(Telescope time, funding, promotion & tenure)
1 – State your objectives early, briefly, and clearly. Elaborate later.
2 – Don’t dictate to Nature: Avoid: “Our purpose is to prove Theory X.”
Better: “We investigate [phenomena]. The results confirm Theory X.”
A point of style – Avoid “This study is aimed at [proving …].” It’s not a gun.
3 – Explain why the science is interesting. Who is your intended audience?
If you have convinced yourself, then you already have powerful arguments.
If you can’t muster powerful arguments, why are you proposing this work?
(“I know how to do it” is not a sufficient answer!)
Be specific. Promises that “This work will improve our understanding” of
some subject are deadly.
4 – Important: Describe a clear, convincing, and complete path from
specific scientific questions to observations, theory, or simulation to
possible results. You do not know what the results will be, but you need
to convince an evaluation committee that robust results will be achieved.

Proposals
5 – Most proposals need a technical justification. Style and format depend on
the type of proposal, but the goal is to convince the committee that results
will be robust within well defined rules of error analysis.
Often: Split up the science & technical justification into separate sections.
6 – Length restrictions and requirements for scientific and technical rigor
often conflict. Which one gets sacrificed requires careful judgment.
7 – Committees judge the credibility, productivity, and impact of the proposer
as well as the content of the proposal. This is tricky – it is unseemly to
include a “technical justification” of the proposer. Address the implicit need:
Consummate professionalism breeds confidence.
Summaries of previous work can help but need to be forceful and related
to the present proposal. In this regard:
Including figures (e. g., of previous results, and/or to demonstrate progress)
is useful, but they need to have something specific to say. Don’t write,
“I am busy reducing my observations (Fig. 1)” with a Figure 1 caption like
“Sample spectrum from my last run.”

Proposals
8 – Often the committee that reads your proposal or application includes
both experts and outsiders to your subfield. This is especially true of
University promotion and tenure committees. Therefore:
Write your proposal to be understandable and scientifically appealing
to outsiders and yet convincing to specialists.
These requirements almost always conflict. Aim for suitable balance.
The specialists may be forced to recuse themselves.
Competing scientists have conflicts of interest and may be forced
to recuse themselves. This is not guaranteed.
Caution ( important conflict! ) – Can you risk having your ideas
read by your competitors? This is the worst “Catch 22” situation
in proposal writing: If you include your best arguments, then
you may disclose them to poachers. But if you omit them, then
you weaken your proposal. There is no simple solution.

Proposals
9 – Evaluation committees usually have too little time for too much work.
Therefore:

Edit mercilessly for clarity.

The Right Stuff
People are too busy. So:
The community can be superficial in its response to papers:
•

Some people acquire a positive image: They are thought of as the
people who define the state of the art in their subjects.

•

Some papers acquire a positive image: They are regarded as the
ones to quote in their subject. Once adopted by the paradigm,
they often get quoted without being read.

•

When this stage is reached, other relevant papers – even deserving
papers – usually get ignored.
It pays not to neglect this situation. Fundamental science has impact.
Personal factors matter, too:

•

Consummate professionalism

•

Salesmanship: “It isn’t finished until you have convinced them.”

•

Flair

Consummate Professionalism
It pays to be exceedingly careful about
•

Scientific content – 1: Data: Don’t make mistakes. Be thorough.

•

Scientific content – 2: Interpretation: Be cautious & don’t overstate,
but don’t be afraid to reach conclusions.

•

Presentation: Write clearly and in correct English.
Make figures and tables that are clear and effective.

•

Citations – 1: Give credit fairly and generously. It is unfair to just
quote the most recent paper on the subject.
Do you really want readers to be furious because
you did not quote them?

•

Citations – 2: Don’t make mistakes in citations. (LaTeX makes it easy.)
If the easy stuff looks unprofessionally sloppy and full of mistakes, then
the reader naturally assumes that the science in the paper –
the data analysis, calculations or modeling, and conclusions –
are full of mistakes, too.

Consummate Professionalism
Don’t make mistakes in citations. (LaTeX makes this too easy.)

The Right Stuff

Personal factors matter:

•

Salesmanship:
1970s-era mantra: “It isn’t finished until it is published.”
2000s mantra: “It isn’t finished until you have convinced them.”

•

Flair:

Flair

You need a healthy sense of what is tasteful.
You can get away with more as you get older, better known,
and more respected.
But I recommend that you do not test the limits.

I recommend that you do not test the limits.

I recommend that you do not test the limits.

Style: I like short, “punchy” sentences.
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Try to develop a personal style.
Your personal “voice” can evolve as you get
more experienced and more confident.
Important caution:
If you overdo it, you sound mannered*.
This is deadly.
But don’t be shy to be yourself … and, if necessary,
to defend your “voice” against pedantic editors.
Cautiously!

*Definition

of “mannered” – Having an artificial or stilted character
that is intended to impress other people.
Usually the feeling is that you are imitating yourself … but with too much “amplitude”.

The bells which toll for mankind are – most of them, anyway – like the
bells on Alpine cattle; they are attached to our own necks, and it must
be our fault if they do not make a cheerful and harmonious sound.
Sir Peter Medawar
Reith Lectures (1959)

